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Abstract. An overview of searches for top quark flavour changing neutral currents (FCNC)
from the CDF, D0, ATLAS and CMS collaborations is presented. The FCNC interactions of top
quarks are probed through the anomalous decays and production channels. No clear evidence
for the presence of the signal is observed in none of the searches and the upper limits are set at
95% confidence level (CL) on the cross sections, anomalous couplings and the branching ratios.

1. Introduction
Flavor Chaning Neutral Currents (FCNC) are highly suppressed in the standard model (SM) due
to the GIM mechanism [1]. For this reason, the SM predicts very small rates for the branching
ratios of top quark FCNC decays to an up type quark and a neutral gauge or a Higgs bosons:
Br(t → X(= γ, Z, g,H) + q(= c, u)) < 10−10. Many models beyond the SM predict a huge
enhancement on the expected rate of top quark FCNC branching ratios by introducing new
heavy particles which can contribute into the loops. Any observation of these decays would
indicate new physics.

In order to observe a deviation from the SM predictions independent of the specific new
physics scenarios, effective Lagrangian approach is used to search for the top quark FCNC
signal in all analysis that will be reviewed. Following reference [2], the most general effective
Lagrangian describing the top quark FCNC interactions can be written as follows:
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The parameters Xqt, κqt, λqt, ζqt, and gqt define the anomalous coupling constants which
are normalized as |xqtL |2 + |xRqt|2 = 1, |κνqt|2 + |κaqt|2 = 1, etc. Different measurements use
different normalization of coupling constants in Leff , making the comparison of the couplings not
straightforward. Therefore, the limits on the anomalous couplings are based on the normalization
of the coupling constants in their corresponding publications. Results on the branching ratios
are more easily comparable.

In the following the latest analyses of top quark FCNC interactions performed at CMS [3],
ATLAS [4], CDF [5] and D0 [6] are summarised.
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2. Searches for t-q-Higgs anomalous interactions
The discovery of a new boson with a mass around 125 GeV in 2012 at the LHC [7, 8] compatible
with the SM Higgs boson, opens up the possibility of searching for anomalous top quark decays
to an up type quark and a Higgs boson. Considering the relatively large production cross section
of tt̄ at the LHC, the ATLAS [9] and CMS [10] collaborations have searched for t → ch in tt̄
events.

The ATLAS collaboration has chosen the H → γγ decay mode. Despite its small branching
ratio (∼0.23 %), H → γγ leads to a clean signature. Signal events corresponding to tt̄
production, with one top quark decaying into a charm quark and a Higgs boson were generated
using PROTOS 2.2 [11]. Two final states with the hadronic and leptonic decays of W boson from
the remaining top quark decay are analysed. Events are first required to have two well identified
and isolated photon with ET greater than 40 GeV and 30 GeV for leading and subleading photon
candidates. In hadronic channel, events are required to have at least four jets among which at
least one is b-tagged. After the selection of four jets, one top-quark candidate is constructed from
the two photons and one jet (mγγj), and another top-quark candidate is formed from the three
remaining jets (mjjj) which are required to lie within certain mass windows (156 < mγγj < 191
GeV and 130 < mjjj < 210 GeV). In leptonic channel, events with exactly one electron or
muon and with two or more jets which at least one is b-tagged are selected. After the selection
of two jets, one top quark candidate is constructed from the two photons and one jet (mγγj),
and another top-quark candidate is built from the remaining selected jet, the lepton and the
neutrino (mlνj) which are required to lie within certain mass windows (156 < mγγj < 191
GeV and 135 < mlνj < 205 GeV). The contributions of the SM Higgs production (resonant
background), tt̄ and Wγ (non-resonant backgrounds) are estimated from the simulation. Non-
resonant production of diphoton final states with several additional jets which is the dominated
background in the hadronic selection is normalised to data. Non-resonant backgrounds are small
once a tt̄-like topology is requested.

The diphoton mass spectrum is fitted using a likelihood function for the individual search
channels. In the hadronic channel, the mγγ distribution is fitted using 4.7 fb−1 of 7 TeV and
20.3 fb−1 of 8 TeV data. In the leptonic channel, the analysis is based on the event counting in
two the mγγ regions using 8 TeV data. No significant signal is observed and an upper limit at
the 95% CL is set on the t→ qH branching ratio to be 0.79%.

The CMS search for t → qH is a reinterpretation of an inclusive multilepton analysis [12]
and a search involving lepton and photon final states [13] conducted by CMS collaboration in
terms of FCNC parameters. In addition to diphoton decay mode of the Higgs boson, leptonic
final state decay modes are also considered. These include H→ WW∗ → lνlν, H→ ττ and
H→ ZZ∗ → jjll, ννll, llll. Signal events were generated with MadGraph5 event generator
[14]. Multilepton candidate events are categorized into mutually exclusive search channels to
maximize the overall search sensitivity. Events are classified by the presence of a hadronic τ ,
a b-jet, an opposite-sign same-flavor (OSSF) dilepton pair in which the invariant mass can be
inside, above or bellow Z boson mass. The events are further classified by the missing transverse
energy and hadronic activities which is measured by the scalar sum of the selected jets. Diphoton
candidate events must have one lepton of any flavor and two well isolated photon. The events
are subdivided into four EmissT bins with lower edges at 0, 30, 50, and 100 GeV.

The signal predominantly populates channels that have three leptons (no hadronic τ), a b-
jet, and no OSSF pair or an OSSF pair off Z, as well as diphoton channels with a b-tag. No
significant excess is observed. A counting experiment is done with several channels to compute
the limit. The upper limit on Br(t → qH) obtained from the combination of the multilepton
channels with diphoton channels is 0.56%.



3. Searches for t-q-γ anomalous interactions
The FCNC-induced couplings of the type tqγ have been explored at the Tevatron for the first time
by looking at the anomalous top decays in tt̄ events [15]. Considering the statistical uncertainty
as the main source of systematic uncertainties, the upper limit at 95% CL is set on the branching
fraction Br(t→ qγ)< 3.2%. In e+e− collisions at LEP and ep collisions at HERA, the FCNC tqγ
have been probed through the single top production with no evidence of any signal [16, 17, 18].

Figure 1. BDT output
distribution for the tuγ couplings.
The signal is normalized to a cross
section of 1 pb.

The CMS collaboration conducted a search for FCNC
in the production of single top quark in association
with a photon [19]. Considering the muonic decay of
W boson from top quark decay, the signal signature
is the presence of a high pT photon, a b-jet, a muon
and missing transverse energy. The signal samples are
generated with PROTOS [11].

The backgrounds with a prompt photon arise mainly
from Wγ+jets and Zγ+jets, and the backgrounds with
a fake photon are dominated with W+jets and tt̄
processes. Events with exactly one well isolated photon
with pT > 50 GeV and muon with pT > 26 GeV are
selected. Events with two or more b-tagged jets are
vetoed to reduce the tt̄ contributions. Finally a top
mass window is defined to reduce the contribution of
SM backgrounds without top quark.

A boosted decision tree (BDT) is constructed to
separate signal from SM background. The contribution
of the W+jets and Wγ+jets backgrounds is estimated from data and other from simulation.
The data is well described by SM prediction and there is no evidence for the signal. Upper limit
on Br(t→ uγ) is 0.0161%.

4. Searches for t-q-gluon anomalous interactions

Figure 2. Representative
Feynman diagrams for FCNC tqg
(a,b and c) and tqZ (d) processes.

Among FCNC top quark decays, t→ qg is very difficult
to distinguish from generic multijet production via
quantum chromodynamics (QCD). It has therefore been
suggested to search for FCNC couplings in anomalous
single top-quark production.

The anomalous tqg interactions can induce various
rare processes at hadron colliders. The CDF and
ATLAS collaborations have chosen the production of a
single top quark without any additional particle [20, 21].
In figure 2 (a), the related Feynman diagram is shown.
The signature of qg → t→ lbν process is different from
SM processes. First, W and b from top decay tend to
be back to back in the azimuthal plane. Secondly, W
is boosted and its decay products have smaller opening
angle. Lastly, top is produced three times more than
antitop.

Signal events are generated with TOPREX [22],
PROTOS [11] and METOP [23] event generators for
the CDF, ATLAS 7 TeV and ATLAS 8 TeV analysis respectively. For an efficient background
rejection which are dominated by W+jets and QCD multijets, Bayesian Neural-Network (BNN)
is used by both collaborations. No evidence for such a process is observed. A binned maximum



likelihood fit of the BNN-output distribution is performed to set an upper limit on the FCNC
single top quark production cross section.

The D0 and CMS experiments searched for FCNC production of single top quark and
a light quark or gluon, a topology similar to SM t-channel single top quark production.
A representative Feynman diagram is shown in figure 2 (b). The single top quark final
state without extra jets that was explored by the CDF and ATLAS Collaborations is not

Table 1. The most stringent experimental upper bounds
on the top quark FCNC branching ratios at 95% CL
obtained in CDF, D0, ATLAS and CMS from different
channels.

EXP
√
sTeV L(fb−1) Br (q=u)% (q=c)% Ref

ATLAS 7&8 25

t
→
qH

0.79 [9]
CMS 8 19.5 0.56 [10]

CDF 1.8 0.11

t
→
qγ

3.2 [15]
CMS 8 19.1 0.0161 0.182 [19]

CDF 1.96 2.2
t
→
qg

0.039 0.57 [20]
D0 1.96 2.3 0.02 0.39 [28]
CMS 7 4.9 0.56 7.12 [26]
CMS 7 4.9 0.035 0.34 [25]
ATLAS 8 14.2 0.0031 0.016 [21]

CDF 1.96 1.9

t
→
qZ

3.7 [27]
D0 1.96 4.1 3.2 [28]
CMS 7 4.9 0.51 11.40 [26]
ATLAS 7 2.1 0.73 [29]
CMS 7&8 24.7 0.05 [30]

considered due to its different final
state topology and significantly
smaller signal event yield. The
presence of exactly one isolated
charged lepton (e or µ for D0 and
µ for CMS), one light-flavour jet
in the forward region, one b-jet
and significant missing transverse
momentum due to the presence of
a neutrino are the signatures of
this final state. The main back-
grounds are from W+jets produc-
tion, including W+c-quarks and
W+b-quarks. The QCD can also
contribute in final selection with
a fake lepton. To suppress QCD
background, a dedicated BNN is
used in CMS analysis. Both ex-
periments have trained a BNN for
the discrimination of FCNC signal
from the SM processes. Since the
data are consistent with the back-
ground expectation, the 95% up-
per limits is set on the FCNC cross
sections and couplings using BNN
distributions.

The obtained upper limits with
the experimental conditions are
summarised in table 1. The limits on the BR(t→ u(c)g) < 0.0031(0.016)% obtained by ATLAS
collaboration is the most stringent limits to date.

5. Searches for t-q-Z anomalous interactions
The D0 [28], CMS [30] and ATLAS [29] collaborations made searches for tqZ FCNC interactions
in tt̄ events in which either the top or antitop quark has decayed into a Z boson and a quark,
while the remaining top or antitop quark decayed to Wb. Only leptonic decays of the Z and W
bosons were considered, yielding trilepton final states. This mode provides a distinct signature
with low SM background, albeit suffers from statistical uncertainties. The backgrounds include
events with three real final-state charged leptons mainly from WZ and ZZ processes, as well as
events with at least one fake leptons dominated by Z+jets and tt̄ processes. A similar search
is done by CDF collaboration [27] while the hadronic decays of the Z boson is considered. The
signal events are generated with Pythia [31] in CDF and D0 analysis and TopRex [22] and
MadGraph [14] for ATLAS and CMS analysis respectively. The data are consistent with the SM
background prediction, and upper limit on the branching fraction BR(t → qZ) are set which
are reported in table 1.



The signature of a single top quark production in association with a Z boson is used by CMS
collaboration to search for tqZ and tqg anomalous interactions simultaneously, via diagrams
(c) and (d) in figure 2 [26]. The signal events are discriminated from SM background events
using BDT. No FCNC signal is observed and the upper bounds on the anomalous branching

Figure 3. The observed 95%
C.L. upper limit on the BR(t → qγ)
vs BR(t → qZ) for the DELPHI,
ZEUS, H1, D0, CDF, ATLAS and CMS
collaborations.

fractions are derived which is shown in table 1. The
tqg upper limits provide an interesting cross-check in
a different physics process and the tqZ upper limits
can be combined with other searches to improve the
current limits.

6. Summary
The anomalous production and decay of top quark are
two complementary channels which have been consid-
ered by D0, CDF, ATLAS and CMS collaborations in
order to search for anomalous FCNC top couplings.
No excess over the SM expectation is found and the
strength of the anomalous couplings are limited conse-
quently. Although the SM predicts top quark anoma-
lous branching ratios many order of magnitude below
the current experimental limits, experiments are clos-
ing to the regions which are predicted by some beyond
SM models as shown in figure 3 in the BR(t → qγ)
vs BR(t→ qZ) plane.
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